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ABIES (Fir)
Abies. (A-beez). EASY to grow and excellent as ornamentals. 
Upright cones. Sun is preferred, but tolerates light shade. 
Moist, well-drained, acid soil. Zone 4-7.

-concolor. (White Fir). Needles of green to blue-green to silver. 
Conical habit. Branched to the base. 3-6" cylindrical cones. 
Dislikes clay soil. Slow to medium growth rate. 30-50'H x 
15-30'W.

	 	 B&B:	 	 4-5' $129.00
    6-7'  $150.00  
-koreana 'Horstmann's Silberlocke'.  Recurved needles display 

their silver-white undersides. Gleaming color. Upright, broad 
habit. Grows 6-12" per year. 10 years 6-15'H. 

  B&B:	            4-5'  $205.00
    
  

CEPHALOTAXUS  
Cephalotaxus harringtoniana. (Japanese Plum Yew). Su-
perb and aristocratic evergreen for groupings, massing and 
accents. Shade loving and deer resistant. Soft, lustrous, dark 
green, yew-like foliage. Prefers rich, well-drained acidic 
soil, but very adaptable once established. Best in part to 
full shade, but will tolerate full sun if protected from winter 
wind. Zone 5.

-'Prostrata'. Creeping form to cascade over rocks or ledges. 
Pendulous branches arch up and out. Slow growing. Perfect 
for tight spaces. 2'H x 3-6'W (10 years).

	 	 Container:	 3 gal. $87.95

CHAMAECYPARIS  (False Cypress)
Chamaecyparis. (kam-ee-SIP-a-ris). EASY. Superb,  
unusual evergreens for foundation, specimen and group-
ings. Dwarf forms make elite rock garden subjects. Most 
want full sun. Rich, moist, well-drained soil. Cool, humid 
atmosphere. Protect from drying winds. Adaptable. Native 
to North America, Japan, and Taiwan. Zone 4-8.

-nootkatensis 'Glauca'. (Blue Alaskan Cedar). Blue-green 
foliage. Excellent for large hedges. Upright broad form. 
15'+H (10 years). 30-45'H x 15'W. 

	 	 Container:	 5 gal. $113.00	  	  
-obtusa Cultivars. (Hinoki False Cypress). A tall, slender 

pyramid with spreading branches and drooping, frond-like 
branchlets.  Dark green leaves.  Useful as a specimen. One 
of the best of the ornamentals. Native to Japan. 50-75'H 
x 10-20'W.
-'Fernspray Gold'. An eye-catching small tree with arching 

branches. Golden yellow, flattened sprays of foliage are 
reminiscent of a fern frond. 6'H x 4'W. (10 years)  

  Container:	 5 gal. $153.00	 
-'Goldilocks'. Exceptionally bright lemon yellow color. 

Flatter fans, strong, straight central leader and sturdy 
trunk. Broad. Upright. Site where there is room for a 
large, dramatic conifer. Up to 10-15'H (10-15 years).

  Container:	 2 gal. $77.95
    5 gal. $155.00   
-'Graciosa'. Uniform sprays of lacy foliage on a compact, 
 pyramidal tree. Pendulous branches. Slow-growing. 10'H 

x 6'W. (10 years).
  Container:	 2 gal. $76.95 
    5 gal. $166.00           

Conifers provide a wide variety of texture, shapes, sizes, and color, from darkest green to brightest yellow. 
They are appropriate for both formal and naturalistic plantings. Use them in an all evergreen planting, in 
borders as an  accent plant, in hedges and wind breaks, or in a prime location as a specimen plant. Conifers 
will provide year round interest to your landscape.       
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-'Kosteri'. CHOICE. Large fans of lush green foliage 
twisted with one side up and the other down. Distinc-
tive prize for the rock garden. Prune to maintain upright 
habit. An elegant dwarf. 30-36"H x 18-24"W (10 years).

  Container:	  2 gal. $74.95       
NEW-'Melody'. A compact golden shrub with delicate, 

lacy foliage. Narrow when young, eventually developing 
into a broad pyramid. Full sun to part shade. 6'H x 4'W. 
Zone 5.   

  Container:     5 gal. $166.00  
-'Nana Gracilis'. Rich, dark green, thick foliage. Irregular 

globe becomes more upright with age. Growth 3-6" per 
year. 3-6'H x 3-4'W (10-15 years).

  Container:	 1 gal. $33.95	     
    2 gal. $79.95
    5 gal. $166.00
-'Nana Lutea'. CHOICE. Bright gold, cupped foliage. Holds 

its color well through the winter.  Filtered sun. Rock gar-
den. Dwarf globe. Zone 4. 3-5'H & W. (10years).    

	 	 Container:	 1 gal. $34.95
    2 gal. $74.95
    5 gal. $162.00	  

-pisifera Cultivars. (Japanese False Cypress). Large, py-
ramidal tree with spreading branches that are arranged in 
horizontal whorls. Red-brown, smooth bark. Dark green 
leaves have whitish bands beneath. 
-'Boulevard'. Soft silver-blue foliage. Has a place in every 

planting of evergreens.  Broad, pyramidal habit.  6'H x 
3'W (10 years). 

	 	 Container:	 5 gal. $ 121.00   	     
-'Golden Mops'. Brilliant gold, thread-like foliage. Low, 

mounding dwarf. 3'H x 4'W (10-15 years). 
	 	 Container:	 1 gal. $21.95
    2 gal. $47.95	     
-'True Blue'. Shimmering, powder-blue needles grow at 

an angle to the stems. Dwarf. Upright. Mounding. Slow 
grower. Hardy. 12'H x 8' W. 

	 	 Container:	 5 gal.  $121.00
-thyoides 'Heatherbun'. Dense, compact shrub. Fine, feath-

ery foliage of heathery-green in summer. Intense tones of 
plum in winter. Thrives in wet sites, but very adaptable. 
6'H (10-15 years). 
	 	 Container:	 2	 gal. $49.95	     
       

        JUNIPERUS  (Juniper)
Juniperus. (joo-NIP-er-us). EASY. Often used for rocky, 
difficult sites. They prefer full sun and moderately moist, 
sandy, acid, well-drained soil. Tolerant of dry clay soils. 
Feed well each spring. Can be pruned to shape. Juniper 
blight is kept at bay by clipping any dead growth out as 
soon as noticed. Zone 3-8.  

-chinensis Cultivars. (Chinese Juniper).  Blue-green, needle-
like foliage. Fleshy, rounded cones are often the largest 
cones of the cultivated junipers.  Desirable for foundation 
plantings, hedges, screens, specimens, ground cover, or 
mass plantings. 
-'Blue Point'. Very densely branched compact form with 

excellent blue-green foliage. Pyramidal tear-drop outline. 
8'H x 6'W.

  Container:	 5 gal. $110.00	                
-'Hetzii Columnaris'. Dense, columnar form with bright 

green foliage. Small, attractive, brownish cones. 10'H.
    B&B:	 	 6'         $170.00       
-'Pfitzeriana Glauca'. (Blue Pfitzer Juniper). Silvery-blue, 

prickly foliage becomes purplish-blue in winter. Robust 
grower. 6-8'H x 10'W. 

	 	 Container:	 3 gal. $44.95
-sargentii 'Viridis'.  A ground-covering wonder with a 

strong horizontal branching habit and an aggressive nature. 
Medium green needle-like foliage. 1½'H x 8-10'W.   

	 	 Container:	 2 gal. $33.95
    3 gal.    $44.95  
-'Sea Green'. A dense, vigorously spreading  juniper with 

light green growing tips that darken in cold weather.  
Fountain-like arching branches. Compact spreader.  Very 
tolerant of dry, sandy soil. It is also salt tolerant making 
it a great plant for roadside or seaside. 4-6'H x 6-8'W.

 Container:		 2 gal. $32.95
    5 gal.    $66.95	
-'Spartan'. Densely branched, columnar form. Tolerates 

heat, cold and drought. Fast grower to 15'H x 3-5'W.
  Container:  3 gal. $69.95                    

-communis Cultivars. (Common Juniper).  Awl-shaped, blunt 
tip needles are concave, gray-green to blue-green with a broad 
white band on the upper side. The only juniper species that 
occurs in both North America and Eurasia. Slow-growing. 
Zone 2-7. Maine Native. 5-10'H x 8-12'W. 
-'Compressa'. Narrow, upright, tapered candle-shaped with 

bluish-green foliage. Dense, vertical branches grow very 
slowly. 5-6'H. 

  Container:	 2 gal. $27.95 
-'Corielagen'. Fine, feathery green foliage covers long, 

flexible branches. Stems reach out in all directions, car-
peting the ground. Hardy. Faster growing than 'Green 
Carpet'. 1'H x 4-6'W.

 Container:		 2 gal. $41.95	     
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-depressa 'Blueberry Delight'. Rich, dark green needles 
with contrasting silvery-blue line on upper surface. Dense, 
low spreading habit. 1'H x 4-5'W.

  Container:	 1 gal.  $24.95
-'Green Carpet'. The bright green spring growth on this 

densely textured, groundcovering juniper darkens as it 
matures into a thick carpet. A tidy, compact plant. Ex-
tremely hardy and adaptable to a wide range of soil and 
climate conditions. Slow grower. 4-6"H x 3'W.

  Container:	 1 gal. $20.95    
                           2 gal. $41.95	 

-horizontalis Cultivars. (Creeping Juniper). Maine Na-
tive. Blue-green, plume-like, soft-textured foliage. A low 
groundcover valued for its adaptability to sandy and rocky 
soils, as well as tolerating hot, dry, sunny locations. Mauve 
to deep purple colors in winter.

 -'Bar Harbor'. CHOICE.  Wonderful bluish-green ground-
cover in summer with winter color of mauve to deep purple. 
Native to Bar Harbor, ME. Excellent creeper. Tolerant 
of salt spray. 1'H x 6-8'W (10 years). 
  Container:	 2 gal. $33.95    

-procumbens 'Nana'. (Dwarf Japanese Juniper).Compact, 
carpet-forming with branches one on top of another. Bright 
green foliage in spring matures to bluish-green. Rock gar-
den. 1'H x 4-5'W.     

	 	 Container:	 2 gal. $33.95	 		      
NEW-scopulorum 'Blue Arrow'. (Rocky Mountain Juniper). 

Slender, upright selection featuring dense bright blue foliage. 
Excellent specimen or screen for a narrow space.10-12'H 
x 2-3'W. Zone 4. 
  B&B:	 	 			4' $150.00

-squamata Cultivars. (Singleseed Juniper). Usually a low 
shrub with thick, prostrate main branches and numerous 
short, erect branchlets.  
-'Blue Carpet'. Sharp, over lapping, densely arranged blue-

gray-green needles. Low, spreading form that tolerates 
dry soils. Prune tips for density. 8-12"H (10-15 years).

  Container:	 2	gal. $39.95         
-'Blue Star'. CHOICE. Dense, shining steel-blue, rounded 

bush with a star-like appearance. 2'H x 4'W (10 years).
  Container:	 2 gal. $36.95	     

-virginiana Cultivars. (Eastern Red Cedar).USA Native. 
Densely columnar to broad-pyramidal in outline. Rich green 
foliage turns yellow-green in winter. Male trees produce 
thousands of tiny brown cones. 
-'Grey Owl'. Soft silvery-gray foliage. Growing tips turn 

purple in winter. Sets abundant cones. Handsome. Disease 
resistant. 3'H x 6'W. 

  Container:	  3 gal. $46.95     
-x'Star Power'. (syn. x 'JN Select Blue'). Small bluish-green 

stars of juvenile foliage sparkle all along the ascending 
branches of this upright juniper. Broad with dense bluish-
green foliage. Fast growing. A deer resistant screen can 
be achieved in a short time period. Hardy to Zone 3. 20'H 
x 10'W. 

  Container:	 5 gal. $107.00      
                  

                     LARIX (Larch)
Larix. (Lay-rix). Not a true evergreen, but often used as 
such. Vivid green leaves in early spring turn warm gold 
in fall before dropping. The bare branches add interest 
to the winter garden. Full sun. Moist, well-drained soil.

-decidua 'Pendula'.  (Weeping European Larch).VERY 
CHOICE. Light green, turning brilliant yellow in autumn. 
Beautiful weeping habit. Can be allowed to lie prostrate 
or to cascade over a stone wall. Can be trained upright, if 
staked. With age, branching divides and spreads, giving an 
almost animal-like character. Prefers a moist soil in summer. 
8-12'H x 10-15'W depending on training.     
 Container:	 9 gal. $218.00   

-decidua 'Varied Directions'. Robust twigs propel the branches 
up and out. Vigorous, spreading form. Branches eventually 
arch down to cover the ground. Fresh green leaves in spring 
turn golden in autumn. Hardy to Zone 2. 6-8'H (10 years). 
15'H (10-15 years). 

  Container:	 9 gal. $242.00	   
 

 

MICROBIOTA
Microbiota decussata. (mi-kro-bi-O-ta). (Russian Ar-
borvitae). Bright green in summer turning bronze-purple 
in winter. Well drained, moist soil. Similar to Juniper in 
appearance. Discovered in 1921 on a mountain in south-
eastern Siberia. Sun or shade. HARDY! Zone 2-6.    

-'Celtic Pride'. Soft, feather-like, deep green summer foli-
age that transforms to striking bronze in winter. Superior 
disease resistance. Drought tolerant. Deer resistant. Hardy. 
Low growing. EASY CARE. 12-15"H x 8-10'W. 

     Container:	 2 gal. $46.95			           
   

   PICEA (Spruce)
Picea. (PY-see-a). EASY. Rigidly upright, pyramidal, single 
trunked trees with dense attractive foliage. Moderately 
moist, sandy, acid, well-drained soil. We carry a broad 
variety for the rock garden and dwarf conifer enthusiast, 
as well as the standbys for screening or for specimen.
Full sun. Zone 3-7.    

-abies Cultivars. (Norway Spruce).  Fast-growing. Introduced to 
North America in colonial times. 60-70'H x 25-30'W.   

  B&B:	 	 5-6' $169.00	                     
-'Elegans'. Dark green needles. Rounded, low, globe shape. 

Compact grower. 3-5'H x 3-5'W. 
	 	 Container:	 2 gal. $43.95	 	      
    5 gal. $84.95   
-'Formanek'. A prostrate, slow growing form that will 

become a densely matted, spreading carpet over time. If 
staked up, the strongly sweeping branches will cascade 
down and create a pendulous form. Unstaked, this plant 
is perfect to creep over and around rocks. Less than 1'H  
and up to 8'W (10-15 years). 

	 	 Container:	 5 gal. $154.00
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-'Lanham's Beehive'. The needles are longer and thicker 
than other dwarf cultivars and have a slight glaucous tint. 
These features are combined with cinnamon-colored stems 
and buds. 3-6" growth per year. 3-5'H.

  Container:	 2 gal. $77.95	     
-'Pumila'. Short, dark green foliage. Nest type with a 

rounded habit. Spreads with age. Dwarf. Grows 3-6" per 
year. 3-4'H x 3-4'W.

	 	 Container:	 5 gal. $84.95	 	      
-'Pusch'. Globe-shaped. Dwarf. Conifer of the year 2008. 

This slow-growing Norway Spruce produces loads of 
bright red cones on multiple short shoots in spring. The 
tiny cones brown as they age. The small globe-shape 
develops an upright broad shape with maturity. Extremely 
hardy. Grows well in full sun or part shade. 3'H x 5'W.

  Container:	  2 gal. $77.95 	     
-'Tompa'. Dwarf. Compact habit. Wide conical growth.

Slow growing. 1-6" per year. 6'H. 
  Container:	  2 gal. $69.95	      

-glauca Cultivars. (White Spruce). Broad, dense, pyramidal 
form maturing to tall narrow spire. Useful as a specimen, 
a  hedge or windbreak. 40-60'H x 10-20'W. 	     

 B&B:  4-5'   $129.00  
   5-6' $159.00  
             6-7'   $198.00  
   7-8' $219.00
 A limited number of other sized specimens 
 are available and priced at nursery.         

 -'Conica'. (Dwarf Alberta Spruce). Very attractive and 
slow-growing, cone-shaped dwarf with dense, soft, 
grass-green foliage. Excellent subject for topiaries. 
Hose tree down twice a week in hot weather to prevent 
injury by mites. 6'H x 3'W.

  Container:	   3 gal. $75.95
-'Densata'. (Black Hills White Spruce). Originally 

discovered in the Black Hills region of South Dakota, 
this long lived tree has bright green needles when buds 
first break. Needles slowly mature to bright blue-green. 
Conical shape. Very dense. 30-40'H.

  Container:	   5 gal. $56.95          
-'Humpty Dumpty'.   Amongst the squat and mounding 

conifers, this selection reigns supreme. Grows at two-
thirds the rate of the popular 'Alberta' spruce. The width 
generally exceeds the height. The dense, bright green 
foliage maintains good winter color and is replaced by 
vibrant chartreuse spring growth. 3'H x 3'W (10 years).

  Container:	   2 gal. $73.95    
-'Jean's Dilly'. (Pronounced John's.) Dilly means one that 

is exceptional. Rich green. Dense, upright and narrow. 
New needles grow in twists.  Growth rate approximately 
2-4" per year. 3'H x 1'W (10-15 years).   

    Container:	   1 gal. $21.95         
-'North Star'. This sturdy, compact, narrow, upright spruce 

produces a densely branched pyramid covered with 
medium-green needles. Moderate growth rate and supe-
rior hardiness make this an ideal selection. 12'H x 6'W.

  Container:	   5 gal. $134.00

-'Pendula'. (Weeping White Spruce). Stiffly held, downward-
hanging branches. Soft, light gray-green needles. Very 
hardy. 6-12" growth per year. 10'H x 4'W (10 years).   

  Container:	   9 gal. $350.00	
-'Yukon Blue'. Eye-catching blue-gray needles. Upright, 

narrow grower. Grows 6-8" per year. 12-15'H.   
  Container:	  11 gal. $213.00	     

-omorika 'Gotelli Weeping'.  Its young open form matures 
into a narrow blue-green spire with pendant branches and 
weeping branchlets. 25'H x 15'W. Zone 4.

  Container:	 9 gal. $357.00
          26½ gal. $675.00
 -orientalis Cultivars. (Oriental Spruce). A wide, handsome, 

pyramidal conifer with dark green foliage. Young cones are 
purple-red in color and ripen to brown. Growth rate is less 
than 12" per year. Zone 4.
-'Aureospicata'. Short, dark green needes with upright 

habit. Dramatic ivory-yellow spring growth matures to 
dark green in early summer. 15'H.

  Container:	 5 gal. $206.00
-'Gowdy'. Very short, dark green needles held close to 

stems. Recurved, sweeping branches. Upright columnar 
form. 10'H x 8'W. 

  Container:	 5 gal. $144.00       
-'Shadow's Broom'. Dwarf. This selection produces bright 

green new spring growth that quickly matures to dark-
est green. Short, closely held, shiny green needles cover 
ascending rigid branches. With maturity, a leader devel-
ops and it slowly becomes a broad, mounding specimen. 
6-8'H (10 years). 

  Container:	 5 gal. $156.00	     
-pungens Cultivars. (Colorado Spruce). A dense, narrow to 

broad pyramidal shape with horizontal stiff branches to the 
ground. Cones average 2-4" long and the tips of the scales 
are wavy. Zone 2.    
-'Fat Albert'. Good blue color. Branch terminals ascend-

ing. Requires no staking or pruning. Dense, upright, full 
form. 10'H x 4-5'W (10 years).    

  Container:	 9 gal. $176.00 
  B&B:  5-6' $252.00       
-'Lundeby's Dwarf'. Steel-blue needles and short, hori-

zontally layered stems set this apart from others. Wider 
than tall. Grows 1-6" per year. 6'H. 

  Container:	 5	gal $280.00
-'Pendula'. Blue needles and dense, weeping branches 

create a cascading effect reminiscent of a waterfall. 
Whether staked upright or allowed to drape or to grow 
along the ground, 'Pendula' makes a dramatic statement 
in the garden. 15'H (10-15 years).

  Container:	 9 gal. $258.00
 -'Procumbens'. A blue, spreading, undulating ground cover. 

Effective draped over a rock or slope. 18"H x 6'W..
    Container:	  5 gal. $187.00
-'R. H. Montgomery'. Striking, dense, powder-blue needles 

on this broadly pyramidal, compact shrub. Slow growing. 
8'H x 6'W (10 years).

  Container:	 2 gal. $89.95	        
    5 gal. $168.00
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-mugo Cultivars. (Swiss Mountain Pine). Native to the 
mountains of Europe. Valued for its unusual dwarf cultivars. 
Habit is low, broad-spreading, bushy, and slow-growing. 
-'Jakobsen'. Dark green needles are set artfully against 

the strong trunk and the branch structure, giving this 
slow growing pine the look of age and beauty. Globe 
shaped. 2'H. 

  Container: 2 gal.   $91.95     
-'Palouse'. Long needles on bushy, rounded mound. Annual 

candle pruning to keep smaller. Drought and salt tolerant. 
Zone 2. Grows 3" to 6" per year. 6'H (10 years).  
Container:		 2 gal. $54.95	    

-'Sherwood Compact'. Short, stiff branches heavily cov-
ered with slightly twisted needles. Compact. This dense 
mound produces rich green foliage with golden tips in 
winter. 3'H (10-15years).

  Container:	 2 gal. $63.95	    
-'Slowmound'. Dark green, dense, very compact mound.  

Very consistent dwarf habit. Very hardy to Zone 2. Grows 
3-6" per year. 3'H. (10-15 years). 

  Container:	 2 gal.  $51.95  
    5 gal.  $107.00 
-'Valley Cushion'.  Spreading habit on this very dense, 

compact, low, flat shrub. 1'H x 3'W.
  Container:	 1 gal. $22.95
    2 gal. $54.95 	

-nigra Cultivars. (Austrian Pine).  Dark green, dense pyramid. 
Withstands windy conditions. Attractive dark brown, furrowed 
bark. 3" cones. Adaptable to soils. Tolerates seaside condi-
tions. Develops real character with age. 50-60'H x 30-40'W.

   B&B:	 	 10-12' $299.00   
-'Helga'. White buds contrast against older, green needles 

creating an attractive specimen. Slow-growing. Rounded 
form. 5'H.        

	 	 Container:	 5 gal. $189.00       
-parviflora Cultivars. (Japanese White Pine). A beautifully 

sculptured tree with wide-spreading, artistically arranged 
branches. Blue-green needles occur in bundles of five. At-
tractive 1½-4" cones. EASY. Salt tolerant. A good accent 
or specimen conifer.
NEW-'Blauer Engle'. (syn. 'Blue Angel'). Fluffy compact 

dwarf, whose blue-green foliage is among the palest of 
all pines. Grows 6-8" per year to 10'H x 6'W. Zone 5. 

  Container:	  5 gal. $198.00       
             
-'Glauca Brevifolia'.  Dense, wide-spreading branches. 

Waxy green foliage. Wide spreading pyramid. Slow-
growing. 20'H x 15-20'W.

    Container:	  5 gal. $198.00       
              11 gal. $312.00         

PINUS  (Pine)
Pinus. (PY-nus). EASY. Outstanding plants for foundation 
plantings and as specimen. Dwarf varieties are superb 
for low hedge or  rockery. Sun/light shade. Sandy, acid, 
well-drained soil, enriched with peat moss and well-rotted 
manure at planting time. Feed with acid plant fertilizer. 
Can withstand careful pruning. See our culture sheet for 
more information. Spray in summer for weevils. Zone 3-7.

-banksiana 'Schoodic'. (Jack Pine). Exceptional ground-
hugging selection with dense growth and short emerald-
green needles. This extremely hardy Maine Native pine   
is adaptable to most soils. 2'H x 4-5'W. (10-15 years). 

      Container:	 5 gal. $214.00      
-cembra 'Blue Mound'. (Swiss Stone Pine). Attractive blue-

green foliage. Very compact and slow growing. Dense, 
multi-stemmed shrub with rounded growth habit. Prefers 
dry to average moisture levels with very well-drained soil 
and will die in standing water. Not particular as to soil type 
or pH. 15'H x 12'W.

  Container:	 11 gal. $207.00        
-cembra 'Westerstede'. Named for an ancient German city. 

Long luxurious needles give the small, upright tree a full, 
fluffy look. Graceful branching, attractive color and striking 
cones offer year round interest. 12'H x 8'W.

   Container:  11 gal.    $244.00  
-densiflora 'Low Glow'. (Japanese Red Pine). Horizontal 

branches and flat-topped habit. Stout, chartreuse, thick 
needles. Low-growing. Grows 1-6" per year. Orange-red 
bark on older branches. Dwarf. 3-4'H.  

    Container:	  5 gal. $203.00  
-flexilis Cultivars. (Limber Pine). Dark, attractive blue-green 

foliage. 3-6" cones. USA Native. A handsome specimen 
tree. Slow growing. A very adaptable species.  

 -'Extra Blue'. This pine has outstanding blue color on its 
clusters of five, long, slightly twisting or curving needles. 
Fast growing. 3-6" light brown, resinous cones. Pyramidal 
habit. 15+' (10 years). 
  Container:	 5 gal.  $214.00

 -'Vanderwolf's Pyramid'. Striking, blue-green, twisted 
needles. A large, upright pyramidal shape. Vigorous. Grows 
12-18" per year. 10-15'H.
  Container:	 									26½ gal.   $200.00

-leucodermis 'Banderica'. This compact dwarf variety 
of Bosnian pine features clusters of lustrous, dark green 
needles with white resin on the buds, candles and stems. 
It requires no pruning to maintain its wide-bottomed form. 
Zone 5. 4'H.

  Container:	 5 gal. $154.00  
-leucodermis 'Compact Gem'. A very slow-growing, narrow 

tree. This pine matures into a dense, well-proportioned, 
columnar tree. Elegant, long, dark green needles thickly 
cover the branches. Superior disease and pest resistance. 
12'H x 8'W. (10-15 years).

  B&B:     4-5' $230.00
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-strobus Cultivars. (Eastern White Pine). Native to Maine. 
Light to bluish-green needles. 6-8" long cones. Soft pyramidal 
shape. Good privacy screen. Will not tolerate air pollutants 
or salts. Massive when mature. 50'H x 40'W.

  Container:	  7 gal.  $66.95   
  B&B:      4-5' $159.00 
    5-6' $179.00
    6-7' $198.00 
            7-8'   $219.00
 A limited number of other sized specimens
 are available and priced at nursery.

-'Angel Falls'. (Weeping White Pine). This slow growing 
tree has very long, very narrow, light green needles and 
a strong weeping habit. Closely held branches develop a 
graceful draping form that combines a tall, narrow stature 
with a broad flowing skirt. It is named for the world's 
tallest waterfall. 15'H (10-15 years).

 Container:	 11 gal.    $370.00     
-sylvestris Cultivars. (Scotch Pine). Bluish-green in summer 

turning yellow-green in winter. Valued for its picturesque 
character. Excellent Christmas tree. 30-60'H x 30-40'W.
-'Albyn Prostrata'. Semi-prostrate growth. Thick blue-

green needles. Good groundcover. 3'H x 6'W.      
    Container:	 5 gal. $198.00	     

-'Beuvronensis'. Dense, elegant plant is wider than tall. 
Responds well to candle pruning which will enhance 
the density of this slow growing pine. In cultivation in 
France for nearly 100 years. 2'H x 4'W.

  Container:	 5 gal. $198.00  
-'Glauca Nana'. Long, blue-green needles on a dense, 

rounded, dwarf shrub. Prune candles to maintain rounded 
shape. 8'H x 8'W (10 years). 

    Container:	 2 gal. $103.00	   
    5 gal. $198.00   	    
-'Hillside Creeper'. The medium green foliage turns a 

lighter shade in the winter. Spreading and undulating 
look. Vigorous groundcover. 1½-2'H x 6-8'W. 

	 	 Container:	 5 gal. $198.00
        

   SCIADOPITYS
   (Japanese Umbrella Pine)
Sciadopitys verticillata. (sy-a-DOP-it is). CHOICE. One 
of the best evergreens for specimen planting. 3-5" long, 
dark green needles arranged in whorls at the branch tips. 
The bark on old specimens is orange to reddish-brown and 
exfoliates in plates and strips. Native to Japan. Densely 
pyramidal. Full sun. Rich, acid soil. Zone 5-7. Grows 6" 
per year. 20-30'H x 15-20'W.

-'Winter Green'.  Tight, pyramidal form and excellent, 
uniform green color make this a unique, artistic specimen. 
6-10'H x 4'W. (10 years). Zone 4.

  Container:	 11 gal. $465.00

               TAXUS (Yew)
Taxus. (TAX-us). EASY. Popular for foundation plant-
ings, hedges, groupings, and broad masses.  The moderate 
growth rate, uniform habit, and appearance make these 
prime candidates for the landscape.  In summer, after spring 
growth is complete, plants can be pruned to control size. 
Will not tolerate wet feet. Keep out of sweeping winds. 
Foliage and berries are toxic if eaten. Zone 4-7.

-cuspidata 'Capitata'. (Japanese Yew). Pyramidal form with 
needle-like foliage, dark green on the upper side and pale 
green on the underside. Best when tightly pruned. Slow 
growth rate. 10-25'H. 

  Container:	 7 gal. $176.00
-x. media densiformis. This hybrid Japanese and English 

yew has bright green foliage with fleshy red berries and a 
spreading habit. 3-4'H. 

	 	 Container:	 3 gal. $65.95 

  THUJA (Arborvitae, Cedar)
Thuja. (THOO-ya). EASY. Among the best for hedges 
and screens, also for foundation plantings, windbreaks, 
and as accent plants. Dwarf forms for the rock garden. 
Full sun or ½ day shade. Fertile, moist, well-drained soil. 
Easily transplanted. Can be lightly pruned in very early 
spring.  Spray in winter with deer repellent. Zone 3-8.

-'Mr. Bowling Ball'.  Globe-shaped with lacy, awl-like, juvenile 
foliage. Easy to grow. Maintains its looks without pruning 
and thrives in full sun. Zone 4. 3-4'H x 3-4'W.

  Container:	 2 gal. $37.95  
-occidentalis Cultivars. (American Arborvitae).Maine  Na-

tive. The stiff, narrow-to-broad pyramidal habit makes this 
plant useful for hedging. Foliage is rich green in summer. 
Amazingly durable and can be grown in virtually any soil. 
60'H x 15'W. 	 	      
-'Hetz Midget'. Dense, dwarf globe with rich green foliage 

and distinct vertical branching system. Very hardy, but 
may suffer snow damage if not tied together in winter. 
2'H x 2'W. 

    Container:	 1 gal.     $16.95    
    2 gal.  $39.95                 

   3 gal.  $49.95 
-'Jantar'. The yellow on this tree becomes a warmer am-

ber tone during the winter. With a narrow, upright habit 
this plant will add color as a focal plant or as a privacy 
screen. 6-15'H (10-15 years).

  Container:	  2 gal.  $56.95
-'Nigra'. (Dark American Arborvitae). Upright with dense, 

fan-like, deep green foliage. 25'H.
  B&B:	 	 10-12'  $150.00   
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-'Smaragd'. (Emerald Arborvitae). RECOMMENDED! 
Slow growing narrow tree with compact, dense foliage, 
which remains fresh green, even in winter.  Very hardy.  
Semi-dwarf. 6'H x 2'W (10 years).    

 		 Container:	 2 gal. $39.95  
-'Rheingold'. Neatly mounded foliage is soft and golden 

with an undertone of light green. Foliage takes on a cop-
per color in fall. Slow growing. 4-5'H.

  Container:	 2 gal.   $36.95
-'Yellow Ribbon'. Golden yellow foliage on an upright 

narrow form. 15'H (10-15 years).
  Container:	 5 gal. $79.95     

-plicata Cultivars. (Giant Western Arborvitae). This elegant 
species sports lustrous, rich dark green foliage, which does 
not discolor in winter. Typically narrow to broad pyramidal 
habit. Zone 4-7. 50-75'H x 15-25'W.         
-'Green Giant'. Broad pyramidal, lustrous, green summer 

foliage. Rapid grower. 40'H. 
  Container:	 3 gal. $53.95	
		 	 	 5 gal. $85.95     

-'Spring Grove'. Fragrant, glossy, green foliage holds its 
color all winter. Resistant to deer browsing. Remains 
dense and full to the ground, resisting splitting under 
snow loads. Use for hedge or screen. 20-25'H. 

  Container:	 2 gal. $39.95     

 TSUGA (Hemlock)
Tsuga. (TSOO-ga). Handsome evergreen. Effective as 
specimen, hedge, screen or in groupings. Full sun/partial 
shade. Moist, well-drained, acid soil enriched with peat 
moss and well-rotted manure. Protect from prevailing 
winds and winter sun. Avoid hot, dry sites. Dwarf types 
for shady rock garden and foundation planting. Zone 4-7
We are not carrying many Tsuga due to quarantine regula-
tions aimed at controlling the spread of Hemlock Woolly 
Adelgid into Maine. However, we do have the following 
available.

-canadensis (Eastern Hemlock). Maine  Native. New spring 
growth yellow-green aging to a glossy dark green. One of 
the most beautiful conifers. Graceful for screening, group-
ing and as an accent. 40-70'H x 25-35'W.

  B&B:	 	 4' $183.00		 	
    5' $213.00
    6' $275.00
 
     
 	 	     


